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16:21:29

From David Steinberg: Has Evergreen been in touch with www.ESRI.com for mapping
the pollutants? They have state of the art most advanced mapping systems in the world
using your data they could show Evergreen, the public and other interested parties a
great visual instead of trying to interpret the reports or the summaries and make it easier
for you to map out the actual conditions.

16:30:49

From Dan Scholnick: Really? Ten second cutoff for the breakout rooms?

16:41:26

From Vaughn Campbell: +++

16:44:28

From russell zerbo: I agree with Miss Carol

16:47:56

From Charles Reeves: Thank you for hosting this Meeting this might have been best
meeting evergreen ever hosted….

16:48:34

From James Mullison: Yes! Air monitors for Everyone in the community who wants one

16:48:40

From Tiffani Doerr (Evergreen): Thank you Mr. Reeves!

16:49:46

From Peter Patton: Physcians for Social Responsibility should also be on notice list for
Evergreen. Thanks.

16:52:04

From carol foy: tour of the refinery to see was go on

16:52:36

From David Steinberg: I think this meeting was a very good start, a bit late perhaps, but
it sets he stage for the future involvement. We the public have learned from you and I
trust that you have learned from us. Lets keep the conversation going as many of us feel
that we finally have input on the process and are being aware that there is a lot to do
before this project is over.

16:54:01

From Katrina Kroeze (GHD): Thank you David for the comment. I'm going to copy it
onto the virtual board!

16:54:45

From carol foy: how many tank will be left what are they for we need paper work to
explain to us

16:54:51

From Lisa Hastings: The problems with "compound flooding" if the site is raised is very
significant and remediation and soil management need to be adjusted to not potentially
cause flooding in the city.

16:55:45

From iPhone: Great meeting need more engaging with the community. Thank you
Evergreen !

16:55:58

From David Steinberg: And flooding across the Delaware River in NJ!!!!!

16:56:54

From Emily Gallant (GHD): I would like to send a very heartfelt, sincere thanks for
everyone's openness today. It was really wonderful to see. Open, candid and authentic
conversations. Thank you all.

16:57:23

From carol foy: THANK YOU FOR LET ME SPEAK TONIGHT KATRINA MCCUL.

16:59:18

From Lisa Hastings: Was this recorded? I came in late.

